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A Message from the Executive & Creative Director
Dear Friends of TOAF,
The 57th edition of Toronto Outdoor Art Fair was dubbed ‘the
best show in 20 years’ by our artists, visitors and supporters in
our community. This show garnered the attention of media and
the community alike with our highest audience reach to-date.
This success was the culmination
of a three-year commitment
to reinvigorate the legacy of
Toronto Outdoor Art Fair. Since
2016, we have taken major steps
to rebuild and strengthen our
organizational infrastructure and
revitalize our mission and values.
We have implemented exciting
new programs and services
for our artists and visitors. We
amplified our presence through robust and exciting community
partnerships, and we have galvanized a great deal of support
from you!
Last year was particularly exciting as we launched our new
brand identity, our new name – Toronto Outdoor Art Fair – and
a refreshed vision for this historical cultural event in our City.

We take immense pride in our mission
to bring artists and the public together
in a radically welcoming manner. TOAF is a space where people
can experience art directly from the artists without barriers.
We are also proud to foster a platform where “making a living”
off art is possible for independent artists. Every year, our visitors
collectively spend over $2 million on art at the Fair - in other
words, they are investing in the artists and the creative economy
of our city. To bring art to people’s everyday life in the most
accessible way possible - is what drives our work each day.
This Fair is renowned for hosting nationally and internationally
acclaimed Canadian artists under our iconic white tents in
the early years of their careers. That’s our true legacy! We can
confidently say that, together with you, we have launched the
careers of thousands of promising artists over the last 58 years.
Help us build on this legacy. We are ready to step into the
next chapter of this wonderful organization with your continued
support and care.
Sincerely,

anahita azrahimi
Executive & Creative Director
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A New TOAF for our 57th Year
Our renewed energy has excited our community of advocates and has
attracted new supporters and patrons who truly believe in advancing visual
arts and artists’ careers.

Our Individual Donations have grown by 54% and
our Corporate Donations and Sponsorship by 82%
over the past three years.
Thanks to our passionate circle of donors, loyal patrons, and community partners,
we now award $40,000 cash and in-kind prizes, the highest since our beginnings,
to the best artists in their practices.
Our new awards: The Power Plant Emerging Artist Award, Most Innovative Work
Award, Social Commentary Award, Emerging Artist(s) by Emerging Curator Award
have allowed us to bring awareness to new creative avenues.
Our Awards Program is unprecedented and unique in North American art Fairs.
The growth of this program makes a significant impact on the artists careers,
in the form of a financial contribution and provides public recognition and prestige
to advance their careers to the next stage.
Thank you, Award Donors, for your commitment to nurturing and celebrating
artistic excellence!

Major John Tory with award-winning Artist
Chason Yeboah enjoying her series of work ‘Knot
Naked’ at TOAF 2018
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History
In June 1960, Toronto businessman Murray Koffler and
his wife, Marvelle, were dismayed to read in the newspaper
about two artists who were removed from Toronto City
Hall for trying to sell their art on city property. Inspired by
a recent trip to an outdoor Art Fair in New York City, they
decided to welcome this idea to Toronto.
Together with Alan Jarvis, former Director of the National
Gallery of Canada, and the late Jackson Pollock, they closed
off the parking lot of the then Four Seasons Motor-Hotel
on Jarvis Street for a June weekend in 1961. The Toronto
Outdoor Art Exhibition was born. In 1964, the Kofflers
suggested the art show be moved to the new City Hall
Square (now known as Nathan Phillips Square), where
it remains today.

“I spent a few summers
in the early 80’s at the
Toronto Outdoor Art Fair
with my work. It was a great
experience meeting fellow
Torontonians and tourists and
having a chance to tell my
story. I even sold a few prints
which made the experience
that much better!”
-Ed Burtynsky
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Inclusivity & Accessibility
at Toronto Outdoor Art Fair
Toronto Outdoor Art Fair is radically welcoming and
inclusive of artists and art lovers of all backgrounds
and abilities.

2018 Juror Gary Taxali leading the ‘Juror’s Picks’
walking tour. Artist: Eunshin Grace Kim

We established Art Encounters, a special outreach
program to remove barriers of access by offering
dedicated space and professional development
opportunities for artists and makers in priority groups those who are disability-identified, Newcomer, and/or
Indigenous.
Thanks to the generous donations from The Lindy
Green Family Foundation, our individual donors,
sponsors, as well as our partnership with City of
Toronto’s Art Connections program we have served
21 artists in this program so far.
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Programming for all
We emphasize the joy of engaging with the arts for our
visitors through our free and diverse programming.
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New Programs For Artists
Professional Development Workshops
We help artists develop a strong application portfolio by providing
an in-depth application walkthrough and demonstrating a live
mock jury discussion through our App Camp workshops.
We have also started offering professional development
opportunities to contribute to the business skills artists need to
be successful creative entrepreneurs. Our popular Booth Camp
information-sharing workshop equips artists for the demands of
an outdoor art Fair.

Artist Services
We have implemented game-changing services such as
artwork storage, booth sitting and a squad of volunteers
armed with dollies to ease the challenges of the outdoor setting
for our participating artists. Our goal is to create a hassle-free
and relaxing environment that allows the artists to focus on
maximizing their exposure and economic prosperity during
the show.

Partnership with
Educational Institutions
We are actively investing in the next generation of artists
through partnerships with leading art schools and programs
in the city such as the OCAD U Career Launchers Program,
Sheridan College, Flashforward Student Incubator program
by the Magenta Foundation and the University of Toronto
Scarborough.

An Out-of-the-Box Layout
We partnered with PLANT Architects (winners of the Governor
General’s Medal in Architecture for their renovation of Nathan
Phillips Square) to re-design the Fair layout to enhance artists’
visibility and to create a continuous flow of foot traffic to
all artists.
Through this thoughtful design process, we aimed at removing
the the infamous ‘Fair fatigue’ inherent in trade Fairs and
stimulating curiosity and a sense of active discovery. This
redesign also has allowed us to offer different levels of
affordability to serve artists at different stages of their
careers with different budgets.
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New Programs for the Community
Non-Profit Gallery & Artist-Run Centres
We have created a rare public exposure opportunity for artist
collectives, nonprofits & artist-run centres/galleries to promote their
mission and reach out to new audiences. Previous participants include
Propeller Centre for the Arts, Toronto Potters, Scarborough Arts, and
Creative Works Studio.

Community Partnerships
We have established a vibrant and robust community partnership
program, where we engage with different organizations in the city to
offer diverse programming, workshops and enhance awareness of our
offerings to the public. The Power Plant Contemporary Art Gallery,
OCAD U, City of Toronto’s Art Connections program, StART, and
Gallery 44 Centre for Contemporary Photography are examples of
such partnerships.
(Right) Powerkids workshops for our young art lovers
run by The Power Plant Contemporary Art Gallery.
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New Programs for Our Visitors
Budding Art Buyers
In 2018, we launched Budding Art Buyers for young art lovers, 14-years-old
and under, and invited them to purchase quality art works donated
by TOAF participating artists. At a $10-$20 price point, these young art
lovers are able to start their budding art collections. We are committed
to nurturing the next generation of art admirers and collectors!

Family Programs
High quality art-making activities and discussions through the Power
Kids workshops are run by our exceptional partners at The Power Plant
Contemporary Art Gallery to our young visitors and their families since
2017. This program has grown in popularity and demand.

Contemporary Performances & Installations
We have been programming exciting contemporary performances and
large-scale installations by acclaimed local choreographers and artists
such as Karen Kaeja, Jenn Goodwin and Max Streicher to name a few.
These dynamic and well-crafted works have excited and engaged
our visitors.
Dancers Caryn Chappell and Mateo Galindo Torres in
Calibrate (Premiere), conceived/choreographed by Karen
Kaeja of Kaeja d’Dance
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New Programs for Our Visitors
Cascading Beer Garden
by Henderson Brewing Co.
We have created a unique, urban beer garden that cascades down the
stairs of the stage at Nathan Phillips Square with a soulful collaboration
with our partners at Henderson Brewing Co.
The beer garden has become a gathering point for our visitors to rest and
refresh and be stimulated by contemporary performances. There is no
better way to entice them to spend more time with our artists at the Fair.

Collectible Art Label + Custom Craft Beer
Inspired by the emerging artists of TOAF, Henderson Brewing Co. pairs
a young brewer and an emerging artist from the Fair to create an exclusive
custom brew for TOAF with a custom art label.
Award winning artists of TOAF Nicole Moss, Kaley Flowers and Katrina
Jurjans have created beautiful labels over the past three years.
These art labels are fast becoming collectible items and have provided
a great opportunity for the artists to expand their reach to unconventional
audiences.
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Numbers
Art lovers and collectors flock to Toronto every
year to discover new works and new talent for free
in a vibrant and welcoming environment. Their
collective spend on buying art contributes to the
economic prosperity of our participating artists
and the cultural vibrancy of our city.

360+
Participating
Artists

$3.0M
total economic
impact*

$2.0M
Spent on art
purchased
from artists*

115,000
Visitors over
one weekend

64%
of our visitors
like to do
business with
our sponsors*

* Statistics from our 2015 Economic Impact Study by Enigma Research funded by Celebrate Ontario
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Media Reach

10M

100K+

PAGE VIEWS
ON our WEBSITE
FROM JUNE-JULY

impressions
from paid media

20.8M

earned impressions
across 80 spotlights
through local
& National media

15.5K+
followers across
Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram

241K

The Art Collectors Panel in the Partial
Lounge, from left: Justin Broadbent, Alex
McLeod, Tammy Yiu

impressions
in total social
media reach
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Inspiring Stories from our Artists
Sage Szkabarnicki-Stuart
with Jini Stolk, Board
Member at 2018 Award
Ceremony.
Sage was discovered
by Michael Gibson
Gallery this past summer
and was represented by
the gallery at 2018 edition
of Art Toronto.

Sage Szkabarnicki-Stuart
“What I appreciated most about TOAF was the workshop that
happened before the start of the Fair. The organizers really made
an effort to help teach new artists how to present their work in their
booths and gave really helpful marketing tips... The people who
participate in running this Fair seem genuinely passionate about
it, and that made the whole experience so positive. The Fair also
connected me with other artists and with supportive people who
helped launch my career as a professional artist.”

Cristine Yunyk
“My first year showing at TOAF as a student was
definitely a life changing experience. I sold my 3 largest
works to a local gallerist within the first hour of the show,
and the rest were gone by noon the next day. These were
the first paintings I had ever sold. On top of everything,
I was selected for the 1st annual Emerging Artist by
Emerging Curator Award, which put me in my first
gallery show along with some other very talented artists.
The whole experience was thrilling, but most importantly
gave me a huge boost of confidence to keep working
hard and to believe in the work that I make. Big
thanks to TOAF and your amazing volunteers for
a great experience!”

Anand Jaggernauth
“2017 was my first time at TOAF. My booth was almost
sold out and my sales and commissions from TOAF 2017
exceeded $15,000! One of my pieces was sold whilst I
was still unpacking and setting up my booth on Friday
morning when an art collector stopped mid-pace to
acquire a must-have piece for their corporate collection.”
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2018
Donors
& Supporters

2018
Donors
& Supporters

Pioneers’ Circle

Friends’ Circle

Catherine Bratty
Murray & Marvelle Koffler
Brett Ledger & Patricia Olasker

Aird & Berlis LLP
anahita azrahimi
Anonymous
Barking Dog Studios
Susan Card
Alex Ciappara
Sari Diamond
Harry Enchin & Susan Friedrich
Ania Harmata
Judy Harquail
House of i.d.e.a
Judy Josefowicz
Lila Karim
In memory of Lee Pariselli
Valérie Lockerbie
Lonsdale Gallery
Robert Mitchell
Marion Polaud
Sandra Stephens
Jini Stolk

Patrons’ Circle
Aaron Milrad & Brenda Coleman
Joan Beck
Charles Collins
Marian Collins
Megan Deeks
Extrudex Aluminum
Green Rock Charitable Trust
The Lindy Green Family
Charitable Foundation
The work of Best of Ceramics award winner
Christopher Reid Flock at TOAF (2016).
Photo by Sean Howard

The New Regionalism Project
Frances Patella
Toronto Image Works
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2018 Partners & Sponsors
Prime Sponsors

Major Sponsors

In-Kind Sponsors

Media Partners
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Team & Board
Board of Directors

Staff

Alex Ciappara
Chair

anahita azrahimi
Executive & Creative Director

Sandy Stephens
Secretary

Ania Harmata
Artist Relations Coordinator

Carrie Chisholm

Tammy Yiu Coyne
Communications Manager

Charles Collins
Harry Enchin

Jane van Rooyen
Logistics Lead

Brett Ledger
Robert Mitchell

Founders

Jini Stolk

Murray & Marvelle Koffler
Ernie Herzig
Alan Jarvis

An artist with a copy of the Program
Guide from TOAF 18, July 6–8, 2018

Isadora Sharpe
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Join us July 12-14, 2019!
Best of Fair 2018 Award winner Moira Ness with
the TOAF team, volunteers, and board members
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Thanks.

anahita azrahimi
Executive & Creative Director
Toronto Outdoor Art Fair
401 Richmond St. W., Suite 264
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3A8
416.408.2754 | anahita@torontooutdoor.art
torontooutdoor.art
@torontooutdoorart
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